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Perceptual Experiment Questionnaire
The aim of this questionnaire is to get your feedback by listening to various Sesotho s. This information will be used for research
purposes and publication only, and we guarantee that your identity will not be revealed to anyone else.
Instructions
You will be required to listen to audio files, with each corresponding to the ones in the questionnaire. Please listen carefully and tick
an answer which you consider most appropriate. Also, please be aware of the following:
1) no comparing of answers with anyone
2) no copying is allowed
3) no answers should be left blank
Thank you for your co-operation.
The following minimal pairs will be used for Experiment 1.
English meaning
O ile a bolla thabeng. He was circumcised in the mountains.
He (his body) decayed on the mountain.
Oa tena. He/she is putting on clothes.
He/she is irritating.
Motsoala o rata ho seba. My cousin likes to gossip.
My cousin likes to do mischief.
Re ile ra e ts'ela. We crossed it (the river).
We poured it.
Ke lehata la ngoanana. It's a girl's skull.




Signature: …............................. Date: ….............................................
Experiment 1 : What is the meaning you perceive in each of the following s? 
1: Oa tena 2: Ke lehata la ngoanana. 3: Re ile ra e ts'ela.
a) putting on clothes x a) skull a) cross
b) irritating b) liar x b) pour x
4: Motsoala o rata ho seba. 5: O ile a bolla thabeng. 6: Oa tena.
a) do mischief a) decay x a) irritating x
b) gossip x b) circumcised b) putting on clothes
7: Ke lehata la ngoanana. 8: Motsoala o rata ho seba. 9: O ile a bolla thabeng.
a) liar a) gossip a) circumcised x
b) skull x b) do mischief x b) decay
10: Re ile ra e ts'ela.
End of warm-up
Start of sequence 5
73: Ke lehata la ngoanana.
a) pour a) liar
b) cross x b) skull
74: Motsoala o rata ho seba. 75: Oa tena. 76: O ile a bolla thabeng.
a) gossip a) putting on clothes a) circumcised
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